


Durability 
■ Box beam section is integrated into the lower rear part of the bucket for stiffness and torsional rigidity. 

■ Side cutting edges strengthens and protects bucket sides increasing bucket life and performances. 

■ Continuous weld inside of bucket shell provides greater strength and longer life. 

■ Heavy 1/2" bottom scuff bars (reinforce bucket bottom and protects from excessive wear. 

■ The cutting edge wraps around the sidewalls of the bucket for added strength. 

■ The quick attach mounting brackets are an extra reinforcing element for the rear of the bucket 

■ Optional tooth bar bolts across the width of the bucket for added strength. 

■ Beveled high carbon steel leading cutting edge. 
 

Productivity 
■ Cutting edge is factory drilled to accept optional bolt-on cutting edge or tooth bar. 

■ Standard safety step makes entering and leaving the loader safer and easier. 

■ Low heel makes cutting grade and back dragging easier. 

■ Buckets available with shanks welded solidly to the cutting blade with replaceable crimp-on teeth. 

■ Optional 5/8" x 8" bolt-on double beveled cutting edge available for all buckets. 
 

Efficiency 
■ Round ripple formed radius back sheet gives superior bucket fill and dump capabilities. 
  

Safety 
■ The upper edge is u-shaped to provide greater stability in the top section of the bucket. 

■ Low profile back gives better cutting edge visibility.  

LR Construction/Industrial Buckets are designed to fit all 
modern skid steer loaders with standard attachment mounts. 
All LR Construction/Industrial Buckets feature round ripple-
formed buckets, pre-drilled wrap around high carbon leading 
cutting edges, side plate cutting edges, and heavy bottom ear 
bars. Whether used for dirt, gravel, stone, sand or manure, 
these LR Buckets are built to last season after season. 
 
Heavy Duty LR Construction/Industrial Buckets are ideal 
for grading and levelling applications as well as material 
handling. Also available is LR Heavy Duty "Extended" 
Construction/Industrial Bucket. The extended bucket gives 
extra capacity and features over 40% heavier construction 
than the standard bucket while offering similar benefits. 



Productivity 
■ Low heel makes cutting grade and back dragging easier. 

■ Optional 5/8" x 8" bolt-on double beveled cutting edge available. 
 

Efficiency 
■ Enclosed formed channel back reinforcements give superior bucket strength and a clean fill and dump. 

■ Channel bottom gussets underneath the bottom plate for clean fill and dump. 
 

Safety 
■ The upper edge is u-shaped to provide greater stability in the top section of the bucket. 

■ Standard safety step makes entering and leaving the loader easier and safer.  
 

Durability 
■ Side plates are formed ribbed for high compression resistance and increased rigidity. 

■ Continuous weld inside of bucket shell provides greater strength and longer life. 

■ Reversible double beveled bolt-on high carbon steel leading cutting edge. 

■ Heavy bottom scuff bars reinforce bucket bottom and protects from excessive wear. 

■ The cutting edge wraps around the sidewalls of the bucket for added strength and durability. 

■ Lower quick attach member extends the full width of the bucket. It acts as a backbone to greatly increase                            

bvbnstiffness and torsional rigidity of the bucket. 

LR Large Capacity Buckets are designed to fit all modern 
skid steer loaders with standard attachment mounts. 
Regardless of which skid steer you choose to purchase, 
specify a LR Large Capacity Bucket. 
 
 All LR Buckets feature bolt-on high carbon cutting edge, 
wrap around high carbon leading edges, rib formed side 
plates and heavy bottom wear bars. Whether used for mud, 
gravel, dirt, sawdust, grain, or snow, the LR Large Capacity 
Bucket is built to last, do the job in less time, and save you 
money. These buckets have the highest capacity in the 
industry, and are built with bottom and read channel 
reinforcements allowing for clean fill and dump 



Productivity 
■ "Ripple Formed" moldboard to roll the load forward  

ghdfllfor less pushing and larger payloads. 

 

Durability 
■ Recessed, replaceable cutting edge standard. 

lllllllllCreates "seamless" blade base to prolong the life  
lllllllllof the cutting edge. 

■ Heavy duty 1/4" plate moldboard means a strong 

lllllllllblade to handle the toughest of jobs. 

■ Heavy 2" diameter main pivot pin. 

■ 3" diameter RAM hydraulic angling cylinder. 

■ Box and vertical gusset reinforce blade for greater 

lllllllllstrength and longer life.  
 

Efficiency 
■ 30 degree left or right hydraulic angling capability equals versatility for all your dozer needs. 

■ Choice of 6 ft., 7 ft., or 8 ft. foot moldboards to ensure the right size for your job. 
 

Designed and built especially for users who want a Heavy Duty, strong blade, capable of withstanding the hardest 
punishment. LR Dozer Blades provide pushing power for handling snow, manure, sand, gravel, dirt, or any 
landscaping job.  Add the LR Hydraulic Angling Dozer Blade to you skid steer line and start working in the 
hardest conditions.  
  
Available in 6 ft., 7 ft., and 8 ft. varieties, LR Dozer Blades come available with a universal quick attach flat back 
bracket, all hose & hydraulics, a recessed & replaceable high carbon cutting edge, ripple formed moldboard, 
industrial designed RAM hydraulic cylinders, and adjustable skid shoes with optional cushion relief valve kit. 



The LR Spring Trip Dozer Blade gives you pushing power for handling sand, gravel, manure, or snow. LR 
understands the type of equipment you need to do the job and this is why LR builds a strong dozer blade to withstand 
the toughest jobs. The LR Dozer Blade is designed with the contractor in mind to ensure you receive a dependable 
product for your money. 

Productivity 
■ "Ripple Formed" moldboard profile to roll the load forward 

lllllllllfor less pushing and larger payloads. 
  

Durability 
■ Extra heavy tension springs provide for full allowance when 

lllllllllcolliding with an object to prolong blade life and minimize 
lllllllllproperty damage. 

■ Standard skid shoes to extend blade life. 

■ Recessed, replaceable cutting edge standard creates 

lllllllll"seamless" blade base to prolong the life of the cutting edge. 

■ Heavy duty 1/4" plate moldboard means a strong blade to 

lllllllllhandle the toughest of jobs. 

■ Heavy 2" diameter main pivot pin. 

■ 3" diameter Ram hydraulic angling cylinder. 

■ Box and vertical gusset reinforce blade for greater strength and longer life. 
 

Efficiency 
■ 30 degree left or right hydraulic angling capability equals versatility for all your dozer needs. 

■ Choice of 5 ft., 6 ft., 7 ft., or 8 ft. foot moldboard to ensure the right size for your job. 
 



Heavy Duty (Double Flight) Augers 

LR Heavy Duty Augers will handle your 
toughest digging conditions.  
 
Standard features include:  

■ Fabricated boring heads 

■ Hardened "Aggressor" teeth 

■ Hardened "Fishtail" pilots 

■ Heavy duty double flighting 

■ 2 9/16" hubs and heavy center tubes 

■ All augers 48" long 

■ Augers from 6" to 30" in diameter 
 

Tree and Shrub Augers 
LR Tree and Shrub Augers feature a smaller 
diameter lower section to provide a space for 
fertilizer, mulch, etc. under the root ball.  
 
Standard features include:  

■ Two diameter design 

■ Fabricated boring heads 

■ Hardened "Aggressor" teeth 

■ Hardened "Fishtail" pilots 

■ Heavy duty double flighting 

■ 2 9/16" hubs and heavy center tubes 

■ Available in 18", 24", and 30" in diameter 
 

Hydraulic Driven LR Earth Augers provide proven performance in light and heavy duty digging applications. These 
high performance augers can be mounted on Skid Steer Loaders, Front End Loader Buckets, Mini Skid Power Units, 
3 Point Hitches, Backhoes, and other equipment. 
  
Available in both Direct Drive as well as Chain Drive for greater versatility. The perfect Attachment for drilling for 
posts, foundations, trees, shrubs, soil samples, or any other of your soil penetrating needs. Count on LR Attachments 
to utilize the power of your skid steer loader, and to provide you with the power, versatility, and service you deserve 



LR Pallet Forks are designed to fit all modern skid steer loaders with standard attachment mounts.  All models 
include a safety guard as standard equipment, and have an optional brick back screen available. 
  
Two size ranges are available: 
A. "Utility" Pallet Forks - For most skid steers, these rail style forged tapered forks are rated at 3700 lbs.* lift 
capacity. A choice of 42" or 48" usable fork lengths are available. 
  
B. "High Capacity" Pallet Forks - For larger skid steers, these heavy duty rail style forks are rated at 5500 lbs.* 
lift capacity. A choice of 42" or 48" usable fork lengths are available 

*NOTE: Lift capacities should be based on the capacity of the skid steer loader, not the weight of the items to be lifted if this exceeds the machine's capacity  

Utility Pallet Forks 
  
Productivity 
■ Lift capacity 3700 Ibs. maximum. 

■ 42" or 48" of usable tooth. 
 

Durability 
■ Rail style tapered forks. 

■ 1 1/4" x 4 " Class 2A tapered forged teeth. 
 

Efficiency 
■ Adjustable widths up to 46" outside. 

■ Fits standard skid steer mounts. 
  

■ Safety 
■ Optional brickback screen to guard against tipping. 

■ Safety guard standard. 

High Capacity Pallet Forks 
  
Productivity 
■ Lift capacity 5500 lbs. maximum. 

■ 42" or 48" of usable tooth. 
 

Durability 
■ Rail style tapered forks. 

■ 1 9/16" x 4 " Class 2A tapered forged teeth. 
  

■ Efficiency 
■ Adjustable widths up to 46" outside. 

■ Fits standard skid steer mounts. 
 

Safety 
■ Optional brickback screen to guard against tipping. 

■ Safety guard standard. 



1.800.667.1581     (306) 786-2600     sales@lrattachments.com 

www.lrattachments.com 

135 York Road East, Yorkton Saskatchewan 


